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Two kinds of equations of motion for the magnetization in deformable anisotropic media are 
established by means of the method of the thermodynamics of nonequilibrium processes. 
Under certain assumptions and approximations the more general equations (16) and (23) ob
tained transform into the equations of Landau and Lifshitz, Bloch, Gilbert, and others. 

MANY works, of which a survey is given in [l], 

for example, are devoted to the derivation of vari
ous kinds of equations of motion for the magnetiza
tion in magnetic media. In deriving these equations, 
however, certain model representations are used 
and some restrictions or approximations are im
posed, for which the criterion is not always even 
clear. We establish here certain more general 
equations for the rate of change of the magnetiza
tion in deformable anisotropic media. 

With account of (1), (6), (24), and (17) as well as 
the equations of state (25) or (26), the obtained 
equations of motion (16) or (23) (which go over into 
the known equations of Landau and Lifshitz, Bloch, 
Gilbert, etc. under certain assumptions) can be 
used to solve such problems as the propagation 
and absorption of magneto-elastic waves, the reso
nance line width, resonance conditions near the 
Curie point, etc., in which the use of existing less 
general equations can ( and indeed does ) lead to 
failure to take into account a number of singulari
ties of the phenomena under consideration. These 
equations are established by the method of non
equilibrium thermodynamics, which have already 
been used under less general assumptions [2- 4]. 

1. Let us isolate in the system under investiga
tion a magnetic subsystem characterized by the 
magnetization M or the associated density of the 
mechanical moment J: 

M=gJ, (1) 

where g is a non-symmetric tensor of the second 
rank in the general case. 

We consider processes in which the deviation 
from equilibrium occurs at constant temperature 
T of the magnetic subsystem and at constant mag
netic field intensity H. Under these assumptions 
and taking account of the relations presented in [5], 

we obtain the following expression for the rate of 

change of the entropy: 

. (' p d<D ,t, . 
S = - JT & dr + ':) sud.E, (2) 

where d<ll/dt is the material time derivative of the 
specific thermodynamic potential, p the density, 
and S and s the total entropy and the entropy den
sity of the system, respectively. 

When the media are deformed, volume elements 
of the medium experience rotations w along with 
deformations Eij and displacements u. 

From the viewpoint of the thermodynamics of 
nonequilibrium processes, the change in any vector 
or tensor quantity with respect to the medium is 
important. Consequently, let us put 

where the derivative D/Dt defines the rate of 
some quantity in the coordinate system moving 
and rotating together with the volume element of 
the medium. Here, the specific thermodynamic 
potential should also be written in the coordinate 
system moving and rotating together with the vol
ume element. 

Let us take into account that 

¢=f-mH. (4) 

Here I and m are the specific values of the mag
netic and mechanical moments, and F the specific 
free energy written in a coordinate system rotating 
together with the volume element. This means that 
the gyromagnetic free energy [SJ must be taken as 
one of the components of this energy: 

(5) 

The form of the remaining components is defined 
by the kind of magnetic medium. For example, in 
the case of ferromagnets it is necessary to take 
account of the following kinds of free energy: 1) the 
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exchange energy, which depends on the modulus of I 
and determines mainly the very existence of the 
spontaneous magnetization; 2) the exchange energy 
associated with the inhomogeneity of the magneti
zation; 3) the energy of crystallographic magnetic 
anisotropy; 4) the magneto-elastic energy; in the 
case of paramagnets only the components Y2 O'ijlilj, 
etc., can be taken into account. 

Let us introduce the notation 

H* = - a<D 1 a1. 

The quantity H * is associated with the effective 
field 

(6) 

H eff = - o<D I om, (7) 

according to (1), by the relation 

H* = gHeft, (8) 

where the sign ~ denotes the transpose. When 
taking account of the dependences of the thermo
dynamic potential on the magnetization gradients 
in (6) and (7), the variational derivatives of the 
total thermodynamic potential with respect to I or 
m should be taken in place of the derivatives of the 
specific thermodynamic potential with respect to 
I (or m ). 

Taking account of (3) and (6), expressions for 
the thermodynamic forces and fluxes can be ob
tained on the basis of (2). 

2. Let us first express the thermodynamic fluxes 
in terms of forces by neglecting the magneto-elastic 
kinetic phenomena: 

DJ1 \ ( , 1 H*d , 
p 75T = .l L1i I, r, r) T i r. (9) 

The Onsager [2] relations: 

Lii (I, r, r') = Lii (-I, r', r) (10) 

must be satisfied for the kinetic coefficients Lij. 
Furthermore, let us assumed that the coeffi

cients Lij are even functions of the difference 
r- r 1 (as can be done for the case of a homo
geneous medium in the ground state) and let us 
expand the tensor Lij into symmetric and anti
symmetric components, Lij = L~j + Lij·s·. It fol
lows from (10) that the symmetric tensor Lfj is 
an even function and the antisymmetric tensor Lf,j 
is an odd function of I. Henc:e, L~.s. can be rep
resented as L~.s. = - eijkLklLz, where eijk is an 
absolutely anti -symmetric unit tensor of third rank. 
Then Eq. (9) becomes 

It follows from (11) that the rate of change of the 
vector I (and, therefore, of the magnetization, too) 
can be defined at a point r by the values of H* 
(and, hence, also of the effective fields Heff) not 
only at the point r but also in neighboring points. 

For a homogeneous distribution of I, H*, and T 
we have in place of (11) 

P ~! = +- [I>*J, H*] + I>H*, 

(12) 

Equation (12) can also be used for the case of 
very weak inhomogeneity of I and H* when the 

* s tensor constants Lij and Llj can be represented 
as: 

The case of weak inhomogeneity is realized when 
the dimensions characterizing the macroscopic in
homogeneity of I and H* exceed the microscopic 
characteristic dimensions (mean free path, etc). 

The equation of motion (12) takes account of ab
sorption and consequently in the absence of absorp
tion this equation must transform into the mechan
ical equation of motion. If it is assumed that the 
last term in (12) is responsible for the energy dis
sipation and all the components of the tensor A.ij 
are set equal to zero, then Eq. (12) becomes 

p ~~ = + [I>*J, H*]. (13) 

In order that this equation might be treated as the 
mechanics equation for the rate of change of the 
mechanical moment I under the effect of a force 
couple due to certain effective "fields" H*, it is 
necessary to put 

(14) 

The situation here is apparently analogous to that 
which holds in the derivation of the dissipation 
function presented in [5]. Namely, Landau and 
Lifshitz note that the mechanics equations in the 
Hamilton form, one of which is substantially equa
tion (13), are in formal correspondence with the 
principle of symmetry of the kinetic coefficients. 
However, the "kinetic coefficients" in the mechan
ics equations degenerate into the scalar quantity 
defined in (14). 

Apparently the tensor L{j is also defined by an 
expression of the form (15) 

(15) 

DJ1 \ 1 L*J H* d 1 + \ Ls 1 H•d 1 
P Lit= J r [ ' lt r J 1i r i r · 

*[J, H] = J X H. 

(11)* If it is now assumed that the tensor Lfj is not ex
actly a o-function of r- r 1 , but is a certain delta
like function which drops sharply with increasing 
r - r 1 , (15) is taken into account, H * is expanded 
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in a series of r - r' up to quadratic terms and the 
evenness of Lfj relative to r- r' is taken into ac
count, then, for a slightly inhomogeneous distribu
tion of I, H*, and T, the following equation of mo
tion for an unbounded medium can finally be ob
tained in place of (11): 

D/1 , • iJ2lf; 
p Dt = [JH ]; + A;jHj + Dtjkl OX/Jxt ' (16) 

1 \ ( • ( • 1 Ls d ' D tikl = 2 ~ xk - xk) Xt - Xt) T ii r , 

Dl dl . iJJ iJ . . 
p Dt = p dt- p [wl] = (J[ + iJxk (Juk)- [wJ], (17) 

and the derivatives 8/Bt and d/dt define, respec
tively, the local velocity and the rate of change of 
some quantity in a coordinate system moving for
ward together with the volume element. The last 
term in (16) defines the diffusion processes. 

3. Now, neglecting the magneto-elastic kinetic 
phenomena, let us express the thermodynamic 
forces in terms of the fluxes: 

• \" , P D/i . , 
H 1 = JB 11 (l, r, r) T Dtdr. (18) 

Taking into account that Onsager relations anal
ogous to (10) hold for the kinetic coefficients Bij• 
we obtain in place of (18) by expanding the tensor 
Bij into symmetric Bfj and anti-symmetric Bij·s. 
terms, putting Bij·s. = eijkBkJ/ J 2, 

H• (' P [DI B'J] d , + \ Bs P DII d ' 
i = ~ T J2 Dl ' i r J if T 75i r . 

For a homogeneous distribution we have 

• p [DI , J Dl i 
H t = T J2 Dl ' ~ J i + ~iiP 75i . 

(19) 

(20) 

From (20) it is possible to obtain the mechanics 
equation of motion for the perpendicular component 
of DI/Dt (relative to J) 

p (DI/Dt).L = [JH*], 

in which the right side can be integrated as a 
couple acting on the mechanical moment if the 
last component in (20) is set equal to zero and 
the tensor f3{j equal to 

~;1 = To;1• (21) 

The tensor Bij apparently satisfies also the rela
tion 

(22) 

Just as before, assuming that the tensor Bfj is 
a delta-like function of r -r' which decreases 
rapidly with increasing r - r' we obtain in place 
of (19) for a weakly inhomogeneous distribution of 
I, H*, and T, taking (22) into account, 

• p [DI J D/i • 8' (DI1) 
H, = J2 Dt ' J i + ~iiP Dt + DiiktP axkax, Dt ' (23) 

4. Thus, Eqs. (16) and (23), with (1), (6), and 
(17) taken into account, define the equations of 
motion for magnetization with a slightly inhomo
geneous distribution of I, H *, and T. 

The form of the tensor constants in these equa
tions is determined by the symmetry of the medium. 
Moreover, the possible dependence of these con
stants on the magnetization should be taken into 
account. The essential dependence of the tensors 
A.ij and !3ij on the magnetization follows here from 
the experimental results, for in paramagnets it de
termines the presence of the longitudinal and lat
eral relaxation times, and in ferromagnets pos
sessing cubical symmetry it is impossible to ex
plain completely the observed anisotropy of the 
resonance line width without it. [l] This circum
stance can be taken into account by expanding these 
constants in a series in the magnetization, i.e., by 
putting for example 

'A,i = 'A7i + A;Jkt MkMt + AiJktmn MkMtMmMn + . . . . (24) 

From the Onsager relations and from the prop
erties of the expansion (24) it follows that all the 
tensor components A.~j• A.ijk• A.ijklmn• ... with the 
first pair of subscripts transposed and with sub
scripts following the first pair transposed are 
equal. 

As will be shown below, Eq. (16) is applicable 
to the case of weak absorption in the sense indi
cated below. However, (16) may prove to be more 
convenient than (23) in the case of weak absorption. 

Setting the rate of change of the magnetization 
in the coordinate system moving and rotating to
gether with the volume element, i.e., DI/Dt, equal 
to zero in (19), we obtain an equation of state for 
the equilibrium value of the magnetization 

H' = 0, (25) 

which corresponds, as is seen from (6), to the con
dition of minimum thermodynamic potential. 

Taking account of (4), we have according to (25) 
for a homogeneous initial state 

H = aF ;am. (26) 

Condition (25) for the equilibrium value of the mag
netization also satisfies Eqs. (11), (12), and (16). 

5. In order to disclose the correspondence be
tween the equations of motion (16) or (23) and the 
equations of motion customarily used for the mag
netization, and to establish the region of their ap
plicability, let us investigate the case of an iso
tropic medium. 
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If it is assumed that the tensor gij is independ
ent of the magnetization and an expansion such as 
(24) is valid for the tensors A.ij and /3ij then gij 
= g0<'>ij, A.~j = A. 0 <'>ij, and f3~j = {3°oij, while the ten
sors A.ijkZ and /3ijkZ have only two independent 
components of the type A.1111 and A-1122 , where 
A.1212 = A.1313 = ... = ( A.1111 - A.1122 )/2. 

When the term responsible for the diffusion 1> is 
neglected, Eqs. (16) and (23) take the form 

pDm!Dt = go [M, H eff J + A. -L Herr, 

+ (A.u - A._t) M (MHerr;M2) (27) 
or 

p(Dm!Dt)-L =g0 [M, Heff] + A.-LHfr, (28) 

p (Dm/Dt) 11 = 1.. 11 H ~ff (29) 

and 

goH eff = ~. [DD~ ' M J + ~-LP ~7 

+ (~II - ~ _L) pM (~7 M) I M 2 ' 
(30) 

or 

p (Dm!Dt)-L = [M, g0Heff- ~-LpDm!Dt] (31) 

and 
0 = g0H ~ff- ~ 11 p (Dm/Dt) 11 , (32) 

where 

A. -L = g~ (l,o + AmzM2 :+- ... ) ; 
~-L = (~0 +~1pzM2 + · · .)!go; 

A.u = g~ (A.o + AnnM2 + ... ); 
~ 11 = (~0 + ~nnM2 + · · .)!go, 

the vectors provided with the subscripts II and 1 
and are understood to be quantities of the type 

A 11 = M ~AM)/M2 ; A-L = [M !AM]]/M2 • (33) 

If it is assumed now that the modulus of the mag
netization vector is constant, then (29) and (32) 
transform into identities and (28) and (31) for the 
undeformed media go over into the Landau and 
Lifshitz and Gilbert equations [1,9] 2>. 

In deformed media under the same condition and 
for A.~m = g01 Eq. (28) with (17) taken into account 
becomes 

aM/at + a (Muk)!axk = go [MH eff l + A.-L Hrr , (34) 

where Heff = Heff' + A.~mw, and Heff' is defined 

l)A survey of papers devoted to the account of diffusion is 
given in [• ]; see also [•]. 

2)It is possible to go over from (27) to an equation of the 
Bloch type['] by introducing a quasi-static susceptibility and 
assuming it to be small. 

by (7) if the gyromagnetic energy is not taken into 
account in ci>. This equation differs from the equa
tion used by Akhiezer et al 1:10] in just the last 
term, in which the gyromagnetic phenomena have 
now been taken into account. 

The Landau and Lifshitz equation is valid for 
the weak absorption case-weak in the sense that 
the second term of (28), which determines the 
transverse component of the rate of change of the 
magnetization, must be less than the first. No other 
restrictions are ordinarily imposed on the Gilbert 
equation. Consequently, it ean be expected that the 
more general equation (16) is also applicable only 
for the case of weak absorption in the above-men
tioned sense, and Eq. (23) is applicable for any ab
sorption to a certain degree. This latter can eas
ily be illustrated by an example examining small 
changes in the magnetization. 

Let us analyze processes under which the mag
netization M = M 0 + JJ changes slightly ( JJ « M 0 ) 
near its initial, uniform, equilibrium value M0 de
termined by (25) or (26). Then, expanding the free 
energy near its equilibrium value in a series in the 
magnetization, we obtain instead of (28) and (29) for 
the case of a non -deformed medium 

· __ 1_[Mo heff] + _1_ heff (35) 
11 -L - " To Mo' 1 T _L ' •_LL _L_L 

~II = hUff /Yii 't' II' (36) 

where Yll and Yl are components of the tensor of 
the inverse static susceptibility Yij; h[ff = hi 
-YijJ.tj; Til and Tl are components of th~ relaxa
tion-time tensor Tij= 

T-L = 111..-Ly-L; Tu = l!A.ur11• (37) 

and Tt is the period of Larmor precession 

(38) 

For free oscillations of the vector M (for M0 
= M~) we obtain the following solutions of (35) and 
(36) 

!1+ = llx + illy = 116 exp (- it/'t'L- t/r:_L), (39) 

!lz = 11~ exp (--t/'t'u). (40) 

where (41) 

from which it is seen that all the components of the 
relaxation time tensor T are defined in terms of 
the components of the tensor A. in the same man
ner, and that the precession period TL equals Tt 
and is independent of the absorption. 

Equations (31) and (32) reduce to 

ht1 = 't'h-L !~, Mo/Mol + r:~y-L~-L• (42) 

(43) 
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-r~ =~_1_/gor.L; -r11 =~11/gor11· (44) 
For the free oscillations of the vector M, we 

again obtain the solutions (39) and (40), where 
Q I 0 2 02 1 Q 1 

't'J. = 't'L (1 + ('t'j_/-rL} ]; 't'j_ = 't'L [1 + ('t'j_/-rL)2]/-rj_. (45) 

It is seen from (44) and (45) that all the compo
nents of the relaxation-time tensor T are ex
pressed in terms of the components of the tensor 
a in the identical manner (i.e., they are propor
tional to one another ) only for the case Tl_ ITt 
= fhMo » 1, i.e., when the second term in (42) ex
ceeds the first. This corresponds to high damping 
since in this case the transverse relaxation time 
T1 >::: Tl is less than the period of precession TL 
>::: T1(Tj_/T~:). If Tj_/Tt « 1, then TL = Tt (weak 
absorption), but according to (44) and (45) the lon
gitudinal relaxation time Til is proportional to 13!1, 
whereas the transverse relaxation time T1 is in
versely proportional to 131· This circumstance 
can be still more inconvenient for the case of an 
anisotropic medium, when the equations for the 
longitudinal and transverse components of the rate 
of change of the magnetization do not separate in 
the general case. 

6. By having the equations of magnetization in 
the form of (16) or (23) at our disposal, definite 
judgments and conclusions can be made on the ap
proximations and on criteria advanced in certain 
earlier works. Thus, for example, the equation 
of motion used in [U] for investigations of the 
anisotropy of the resonance frequency due to the 
anisotropy of the magneto-mechanical ratio is ob
tained from (23) by neglecting terms responsible 
for diffusion ( Dijkl = 0) and absorption ( /3ij = 0). 
It is seen, with the isotropic medium as the exam
ple, that by assuming /3ij = 0 we allow, according 
to (44) and (45), the longitudinal relaxation time 
Til to approach zero and the transverse relaxation 
time T 1 to approach infinity. In turn, this means 
that, according to (32) or (43), we obtain the equa
tion of state for the longitudinal component in the 
change in magnetization and, according to (31) and 
(42), the mechanical equation of motion without 
damping for the transverse component. The ex
amined case, when Til « T1 is apparently realized 
quite often when the crystallographic magnetic 
anisotropy is sufficiently large [1]. 

In the interpretation of the formulas obtained 
in [3] for the angle of rotation of the plane of po
larization of elastic waves in magnetically polar
ized media, the conclusion was drawn that this 
rotation can be due to gyromagnetic phenomena. 
However, no analysis was made there of this phe
nomenon and, in particular, no analysis of the con
sequences of the fact that the dynamic equations of 
"state" used therein must be written in a coordi
nate system bound to the volume element. 

This analysis is now carried out easily on the 
basis of (16) or (23). Let us set /3ij = 0 and Dijkl 
= 0 in (23) and let us isolate from H* the compo
nent H* = H*' + A.fkgkmwi, which depends on w 
and is determined, according to (4), (5), and (6), 
by the derivative of the gyromagnetic energy with 
respect to I. Then Eq. (23) reduces to the equation 
of mechanics for the perpendicular component of 
the rate of change of the magnetization 

p (dljdt)j_ = [J, gH eff] (46) 

in a non-rotating coordinate system in which w 
does not enter, under the condition that the tensor 
A.fk is the inverse of the tensor gkm, i.e., it is 
the tensor of the magneto-mechanical ratio. 

The absence of ~ in (46) means the absence of 
a relation between the elastic waves and the pre
cession of a magnetic moment (which can cause 
rotation of the plane of polarization) due to the 
gyro magnetic phenomena. However, a difference 
in the magnitudes of the spectroscopic splitting 
factor and the magneto-mechanical ratio is ob
served in experiment, and this difference can ap
parently cause the rotation of the plane of polari
zation associated with the gyromagnetic phenomena. 

In conclusion, I am grateful to S. V. Vonsovskil 
and E. A. Turov for interest in the research and 
for discussions. 
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